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Analysis and Design of Integrated Circuit-Antenna ModulesJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999


	The latest breakthrough in the continuing miniaturization of electronic systems is

	made possible by the integration of circuit functions and radiating elements into

	single modules. In a typical system implementation, electronic circuits and antenna

	subsystems are often provided by different equipment vendors. Traditionally,...
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Contemporary Optical Image Processing with MATLABElsevier Limited, 2001

	This book serves two purposes: first to introduce readers to the concepts of geometrical optics, physical optics and techniques of optical imaging and image processing, and secondly to provide them with experience in modeling the theory and applications using the commonly used software tool MATLAB®. A comprehensively revised...
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WiMAX Handbook (McGraw-Hill Communications)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Get a thorough introduction to WiMAX--the revolutionary new 802.16 IEEE standard for point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wireless broadband access. Written by networking expert Frank Ohrtman, this detailed guide annotates the 802.16 specification and explains how to design and build a robust, reliable, and secure WiMAX network that takes full...
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Mounting Optics in Optical Instruments, 2nd Edition (SPIE Press Monograph Vol. PM181)SPIE Publications, 2008

	Entirely updated to cover the latest technology, this Second Edition gives optical designers and optomechanical engineers a thorough understanding of the principal ways in which optical components--lenses, windows, filters, shells, domes, prisms, and mirrors of all sizes--are mounted in optical instruments.


	Along with new...
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Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual (First-Choice Field Manuals)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Step-by-step field guide for fiber optic cable installation. Bob Chomycz's put-it-in-your-pocket-and-go Fiber Optic Installer's Field Manual explains fiber optic cable installation via an extremely effective, heavily illustrated, step-by-step approach. This easy-look-up compendium gives you diagrams and procedures you can count on, whether you're...
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SOI Lubistors: Lateral, Unidirectional, Bipolar-type Insulated-gate TransistorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Advanced level consolidation of the technology, physics and design aspects of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) lubistors


	No comprehensive description of the physics and possible applications of the Lubistor can be found in a single source even though the Lubistor is already being used in SOI LSIs. The book provides, for the...
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Clinical Pathways in Neuro-Ophthalmology: An Evidence-Based ApproachThieme Medical Publishers, 2003

	Written by an ophthalmologist and a neurologist with more than 30 years

	experience between them, this is the first book devoted specifically to

	differential diagnosis in neuro-ophthalmology. The expanded and updated second

	edition uses an evidence-based approach to link symptoms to specific findings,

	and covers...
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Trends in Optical Non-Destructive Testing and InspectionElsevier Limited, 2000
This book covers a wide range of measurement techniques broadly referred to as Optical Metrology, with emphasis on their applications to nondestructive testing. If we look separately at each of the two terms making the generic name Optical Metrology, we find a link to two of the most distinctive aspects of humans: a particularly well developed...
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Cable Communications TechnologyMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Cable is now as much in the broadband business as it is television. This book explains the fundamentals of coaxial cable technology and the DSP that controls it, along with the cable modem and voice over IP technology now drastically changing the cable operators’ business. Aimed at working engineers and technicians, it can also be used a...
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Nanoalloys: Synthesis, Structure and Properties (Engineering Materials)Springer, 2012

	Bimetallic nanoparticles, also called nanoalloys, are at the heart of nanoscience because of their ability to tune together composition and size for specific purposes. By approaching both their physical and chemical properties, Nanoalloys: Synthesis, Structure & Properties provides a comprehensive reference to this research field...
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Telecommunication System EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
"A ‘must’ for anyone involved in the practical aspects of the telecommunications industry."
    —Choice, on the Third Edition
    A MAJOR NEW EDITION OF A LEADING REFERENCE ON TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY    

    Through its three previous editions, Roger Freeman’s...
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Electrician's Pocket Manual (Pocket References (McGraw-Hill))McGraw-Hill, 2005
Complete, compact and featuring formulas, tables, and diagrams in place of lengthy text descriptions, this handy reference delivers job-essential information in a quick look-up format. The new Second edition has been updated to include the 2005 National Electrical Code, new symbols for electrical drafting now being used in CAD drafting, additional...
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